Osteoarthritis is extremely common and many different causes for it have been described. One such cause is abnormal morphology of the affected joint, the hip being a good example of this. For those joints with femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) or developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH), a link with subsequent osteoarthritis seems clear. However, far from being abnormal, these variants may be explained by evolution, certainly so for FAI, and may actually be normal rather than representing deformity or disease. The animal equivalent of FAI is coxa recta, commonly found in species that run and jump. It is rarely found in animals that climb and swim. In contrast are the animals with coxa rotunda, a perfectly spherical femoral head, and more in keeping with the coxa profunda of mankind. This article describes the evolutionary process of the human hip and its link to FAI and DDH. Do we need to worry after all? osteoarthritis (OA) is extraordinarily common and dominates the lives of so many patients and surgeons. Of the many causes suggested for OA, abnormal morphology of a joint is a recurring theme in the literature. The hip is a good example of this with both femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) and developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH) being widely regarded as predisposing to eventual osteoarthritis. Yet do we really need to worry? Probably yes say some, probably no say others. Could it actually be beneficial to have one of these morphological variants? Perhaps the answer can be found many millions of years ago. The development of mankind tells us a great deal. Unlike subjects such as particle physics, biology has its grand unified theory – evolution. This is the framework that explains all biological morphology, from protein structure and function to the macroscopic form of living organisms. Journals continue to publish a steady flow of inspiring papers on all aspects of evolution. In a recent study of beetles, van de Kamp et al described a previously unknown type of joint. At half a millimetre in size, the hip of the Papuan weevil functions as a nut and bolt (Fig. 1). The common ancestor to such beetles and humans can be dated to approximately 590 million years ago, a time when one of the major splits in evolution occurred, between the deuterostomes (much later giving rise to primates including man) and protostomes (giving rise to a vast number of species, including one of the largest groups, the insects). Evolution can be a difficult concept to grasp as its vast time span, similar to the huge distances in astronomy, are beyond the realms of regular human experience or understanding. Two fundamental principles of evolution are “blindness” and “the good enough principle”. Blindness refers to the “blind watchmaker”; and describes evolution as lacking purpose and direction. Good enough means just good enough to spawn the next generation. Evolution works more like a tinkerer than a perfectionist engineer. Nature is awash with examples where a fresh design from scratch could vastly improve performance. Indeed, many so-called perfect designs of Nature are in reality quite the opposite. For Homo sapiens, the female pelvis is the single skeletal element that conveys information about the two most peculiar traits of human evolution. These are upright gait and an ultra-large brain. It shows both the adaptations that occurred to facilitate a permanent bipedal gait, and at the same time the adjustments required to accommodate the birth of a large-brained foetus. Using such an evolutionary perspective, two human hip disorders can be considered – FAI and DDH. Both feature frequently in current orthopaedic practice.
THE PROLOGUE

DNA evidence dates the shared ancestor of chimpanzees and humans to approximately between six and seven million years ago. Since then extensive changes have occurred in the pelvis (Fig. 2) and, by comparison, the morphological changes in the hip have been quite minor. The last 50 years have yielded spectacular fossil finds that have helped map hominid evolution. The restructuring of the pelvis is best described as a compacting of the pelvis, with transition from a nearly two-dimensional to three-dimensional form.

The main feature of this compacting has been a marked shortening of the ilium, while the sacrum enlarged in all dimensions and came lower to lie opposite the pubis. The result has been a bony birth canal that can cause trouble during childbirth. In addition, the sacrum moved forward (ventrally) and tilted, while the lumbar spine lengthened. The number of lumbar vertebrae increased, from three or four in the chimpanzee to five, sometimes six, in Homo sapiens. This facilitated the development of a lumbar lordosis, thereby positioning the spine more centrally and bringing the centre of gravity of the upper body closer to the hip joints in the sagittal (lateral) plane.

The human ilium may have become shorter, but it also arches further forward (ventrally), creating prominent anterior superior iliac spines. This forward-arching ilium repositions the gluteal muscles over the hip joint. In the large apes (orang-utan, chimpanzee, gorilla) these muscles are almost entirely posterior to the hip joint, which is why they function mainly as hip extensors. Meanwhile, human gluteal muscles are posterior, directly above and anterior to the hip joint, making them true hip abductors.

Early human ancestors (hominids) first began walking upright and only later developed a large brain. Evidence for this comes from Australopithecus afarensis of 3.2 million years ago, that was well-adapted to a permanent upright gait but still had a body and brain size similar to a chimpanzee. In the subsequent three million years, body size approximately doubled while brain size tripled. This brain enlargement thus happened when the pelvis, in evolutionary terms, had already undergone extensive restructuring to facilitate a true upright gait. There had also been a remarkable elongation of the lower limbs.

From approximately three to 0.5 million years ago only anteroposterior deepening of the pelvis appears to have taken place through relative growth of the pubic bones while the relative width of the pelvis decreased. This may be
because of the importance of an efficient abductor mechanism for the now permanent bipedal gait of early humans. To keep required abductor work within limits, the lever arm of bodyweight should also be kept within limits.14 Indeed, the distance between the midline of the pelvis and the centre of the femoral head has been said to be larger for human females than males.15

A large foetal brain and long legs may present serious problems at childbirth. Today’s rate of Caesarean section is approximately 20% in developed countries.16 Meanwhile, obstetric problems have never been documented in the large apes.15 Nevertheless, difficulties with childbirth are not exclusive to humans, as bovids and smaller primates such as the macaque are known to have birthing problems.

**DEVELOPMENTAL DYSPLASIA OF THE HIP (DDH)**

In the early twentieth century, Pierre Le Damany, a surgeon from Brittany, France, treated many infants with DDH, a condition that occurred more commonly in his part of the world. In comparative anatomical studies, Le Damany noticed a marked difference in uterine space available for the human foetus compared with quadrupeds. He postulated that the growing human foetus, with its ultra-large head and long legs, was progressively forced into a “position pénible” with the hips in hyperflexion, a position already depicted by Leonardo da Vinci (Fig. 3). Hyperflexion levers the long femur against the prominent antero-superior iliac spine, which is far less prominent in the apes.

This hyperflexed position has two effects. First, it tends to lever the femoral head out of the acetabulum. Secondly, however, it also creates a torsional moment on the femur that may increase anteverision. Le Damany thus surmised that as the growing human foetus has progressively less space available to it in utero, the acetabulum becomes shallower because of the reduced pressure created by the femoral head; meanwhile anteverision of the femoral neck increases. His studies demonstrated that the human, and not the quadrupedal acetabulum, gradually became shallower as birth approached. This, and increasing anteverision during the last trimester of foetal growth, were subsequently confirmed by others.17-19 As a consequence, Le Damany treated DDH with a hip-positioning device similar to those used today.

**FEMOROACETABULAR IMPINGEMENT (FAI)**

There were five publications citing FAI in their title in 2001, 100 in 2010 and 78 in the first half of 2011. Hip morphological variants such as cam deformities and coxa profunda, the mechanism and problems created by FAI, gender differences, and possible arthritic sequelae are now well documented.20 These morphological variants appear to develop during adolescence as they are unknown in childhood and are related to loading history in adolescence, for example during sports.21-23 However, why these variants develop is yet to be explained.

Examining mammalian hips, Hogervorst, Bouma and de Vos24 found severe impingement morphology to be quite common (Fig. 4). Indeed, round femoral heads were the exception rather than the rule. They proposed the terms coxa recta and coxa rotunda to conceptualise mammalian hip morphology in relation to hip function and movement. Coxa recta is an aspherical femoral head, which may be seen in running and jumping mammals. In human terms this is a cam hip.25 Coxa rotunda, a spheroidal femoral head, is a hip seen in climbing and swimming mammals. The human equivalent is coxa profunda.

**COXA RECTA**

A coxa recta is a hip with limited or no concavity of the head-neck junction. The amount of concavity determines the range of impingement-free movement of the hip, in conjunction with acetabular morphology. Concavity reflects both the sphe-ricity of the femoral head and the position of the femoral head on the femoral neck. This is clear when mammalian hips are studied (Fig. 4) but is often more subtly present in human hips. In coxa recta the centre of the femoral head is not in line with the anatomical axis of the femoral neck, but is displaced, decreasing concavity of the head-neck junction opposite the direction of shift.

Most mammals have a coxa recta. Jumpers (lemur), hoppers (kangaroo), and runners (horse) with high hip-loading may benefit from a sturdy hip with a short, thick neck and an aspherical femoral head. Most species of mammal do not appear to need a large range of hip rotation – coxa recta appears to be Nature’s default hip.

A human cam-type hip is essentially a coxa recta. Hogervorst et al24 did not find a single example of coxa recta when examining over 200 ape femora in the chimpanzee, bonobo and gorilla. It thus appears that coxa recta in humans is an adaptation in the evolution of a running ape,26 which might require a sturdy hip without the need for a large range of rotational movement.

When comparing coxa recta between quadrupeds and humans, the non-spherical section of the femoral head is at different locations. In quadrupedal mammals it is located posterosuperiorly (Fig. 4), while in humans
the cam is positioned anterosuperiorly. On the basis that the recta section relates to the highest tensile stresses seen at the head-neck junction during hoof or heel strike, this difference appears to be the result of a horizontal (quadrupeds) versus vertical (human) trunk axis during locomotion.27

**COXA ROTUNDA**

A coxa rotunda is a hip with a round femoral head positioned more centrally on a relatively long femoral neck. This creates an obvious circumferential concavity (Fig. 4). Few mammals have a coxa rotunda. Examples of those that do are the large apes (orang-utan, chimpanzee and gorilla). Swimming mammals such as the sea otter, walrus and seal also have a coxa rotunda, although it is less pronounced than for the large apes. In a climber, a hip with a round femoral head and high concavity allows rotation, increasing the arc within which surfaces can be grabbed. Likewise, in a swimmer, rotation of the hip increases the thrust generation of a flipper.

Looking at the female hip from an evolutionary perspective, it may be that coxa profunda is an adaptation to the widening of the female birth canal.27 In turn, a profunda acetabulum is associated with a round femoral head – coxa rotunda – because of the reciprocal development of the femoral head and acetabulum.21,22

Currently, the human femur is interpreted as normal if a coxa rotunda is present. A human cam-type hip, a coxa recta, is regarded as abnormal. Whether evolution would agree with this is a different matter.

**DISCUSSION**

An evolutionary perspective can offer an elegant explanation for two common hip disorders, DDH and FAI. Is FAI truly a disorder or could it simply be an evolutionary variant?

Both morphological variants share a role played by mechanical loading - hyperflexion for DDH and a high loading history for FAI. Both also share a marked disparity in prevalence across race and gender.29,37 This suggests that neither condition is created solely by mechanical forces acting on the developing hip.

For DDH, the uterus represents a unique, largely constant mechanical environment. Yet marked variation is still seen in the rate of DDH among different populations.30,31

For FAI, two studies point to a relationship between a history of hip loading during sport in adolescence and morphology of the adult femoral head.21,22 However, other evidence points to a distinctly genetic component.16 In addition, racial and gender disparities support the notion that loading is not the only issue. For example, Asian hips rarely have aspherical femoral heads19,20,26 meanwhile gender disparities are evident.20,21

This ultimately leads to a core question of evolutionary biology.1,1,18 Is the palette of possible forms truly unlimited and actually governed by genetic variation? Or, do physical and chemical parameters play an important role?

From an evolutionary viewpoint and, for that matter, in the orthopaedic consulting room, it appears that so-called disorders of the hip joint may be no more than morphological variants. For example, a cam hip can easily be interpreted as a coxa recta, a variant that has appeared during the evolution of a running ape. It is because of the advanced age that can be reached by Homo sapiens that this variant may cause trouble in the form of OA. Indeed, as OA is primarily a disease of advanced age, i.e. after reproduction, it is hardly important in evolutionary selection.

It is also possible that morphology of the hip joint has nothing to do with the development of OA at all. If one considers OA at a molecular level only, it can be regarded as being created by loss of the protein-signalling pathways that protect articular cartilage during reproductive life. These pathways decline after reproductive age as there is no pressure for evolution to maintain them after this point. For example, changes in chondrocyte Transforming Growth Factor Beta (TGF-β) signalling, may lead to chondrocyte differentiation after reproductive age.29 This causes cartilage degeneration and eventual OA as the ageing process continues.

Consequently, an evolutionary perspective to the human hip joint can help orthopaedic surgeons explain the joint’s morphology and its variants. Not every deformity may lead to disease and not all disease is a result of deformity. Indeed, during the reproductive years, some deformities may actually confer an advantage.
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